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Poste d - 02/12/2006 : 06:52:15

I LOVE THIS SHOW SO MUCH!! Ive watc hed it 4 times now
I had a few questions I was hoping you'd all be able to answer:
1. Carole G. - are you in this?! Like at the start when the camera pans over
a line of people for that Dusty show in the cinema or somehting?

Australia
3323 Posts

2. Does anyone have a photo of Helene Sellery at the time Dusty was really
close with her? Sorry - I dont know why I want it...I just do
3. Throughout the documentary, they panned over alot of newspaper
articles about all sorts of things (trouble maker, sexuality etc..) and some
of them seemed really good. Does anyone have them and would they be
able to post them here? Pretty please?
4. Who were the two ladies that were interviewed and were commenting on
Dusty? I knew who all the other people were, just not those two! One had
a white USA sweater on and the other one kind of reminded me of Norma
Tenega, except she had a pretty thick American acc ent. She was in an art
studio or something?
Im sure I'll think of more lol!!

CHAT TONIGHT - DONT FORGET!!!
Love,
Mads xxx
dusty_freak
I’ve got a good thing

Poste d - 02/12/2006 : 07:54:32

Too bad i can't tape it

Because ABC 2 is a weird c hannel and i can't find

the plac e where i have to tape it. So annoyed right now.. But Mads, you
could always copy it for me if you taped it hehe..
Yeah don't forget our chat!
Clare xoxo
Australia
5805 Posts
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"I'm not Mama's little baby no more..."

Poste d - 02/12/2006 : 11:39:36

To question 1, yes I was
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There was a picture of Helene in DWD but Fred
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Perry commenting on the book said he didn't know who it was but it wasn't
her! I'll post it later.
The two ladies you saw are definitely Norma Tanega, who IS American,
hence the accent, and Lee Everett who was a friend of Dusty's back in the
sixties and returned later in her life. She took Nicholas the cat in after
Dusty died.

United Kingdom
5404 Posts

I do have cuttings but trying to scan them isn't always successful. With a
little more time, I'll see if any are clear enough.
Btw Mads, did you know that the clips of Dusty walking and running (and
tap dancing ) through a park by water were actually shot in Sydney?
Carole x

Mads
Where am I going?

Poste d - 02/12/2006 : 22:27:14

Haha I didnt know that they might have been!! Im gonna go watch it again,
but thinking about it, it looks like the Botanical Gardens which is right on
Darling Harbour (the water under the bridge ) so Im pretty sure it was!

How cute was that clip though?!
Love,
Australia
3323 Posts

dusty_freak
I’ve got a good thing

Mads xxx

Poste d - 03/12/2006 : 07:43:59

I watched it this morning

It was really good, some of the stuff was in the

Biography Channel documentary but not all of it. I LOVED the bit how she
was doing a lil danc e in the park.. sweet.
Hey Carole you're famous now, you got on TV
Clare xoxo
Australia
5805 Posts
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"I'm not Mama's little baby no more..."

Poste d - 03/12/2006 : 15:06:43

I'm a fan of this documentary, and am still wanting to see the 10 minutes or
so of it that was c ut out for its airing on the Americ an Ovation Channel.
I've already cited it in one of my Dusty papers, and I'm using it in another
one I'm writing today. In fact, I May need to watch it one more time to
make sure I get my quotations correct.
Cheers, to Dusty!
USA
14235 Posts

dusty_freak
I’ve got a good thing

"Yesterday's gone. Love lead me on."
~Roll Away

Poste d - 03/12/2006 : 15:12:23

Cheers!!
Clare xoxo
"I'm not Mama's little baby no more..."

Australia
5805 Posts
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